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About This Game

From the producer of the original Devil May Cry® and Resident Evil® 4 comes the next installment in the hugely successful
stylized action series that has so far achieved global sales of nearly seven million units.

Devil May Cry® 4 immerses gamers in a gothic supernatural world, where a new protagonist clashes with a familiar hero. As
the new leading man, Nero, players will unleash incredible attacks and non-stop combos using a unique new gameplay

mechanic, his powerful "Devil Bringer" arm.

With the advanced graphical capabilities of the PC, high definition visuals and intricate detail come to life as players explore
new and exotic locales. Dynamic action and undeniable style combine with explosive fighting options and a gripping story to

produce the incomparable experience that only a Devil May Cry game can deliver.

Exclusive PC Features

Turbo mode will turn-up the action to insane speeds

"Legendary Dark Knight Mode" will harness advanced PC processing power and fill the screen with an unbelievable
number of enemies for extra difficulty
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Familiar enemies from the console versions will show-up in new locations

High resolution screen settings allow the cut scenes of the game to run at up to 120 frames per second (up from 60
frames per second)

Benchmark Testing lets users test PC performance to run DMC4 through a series of intense boss fights

PC Settings allow you to customize graphic resolutions, texture sizes, and a frame rate in accordance with your PC

Compatible with Games for Windows, DirectX 9 and DirectX 10.

Key Game Features

Blend of familiar and new: newcomer Nero clashes with veteran Dante

New characters and environments

Signature blend of guns and swordplay

Deep combo system rewards stylish dispatching of enemies

Unique "Devil Bringer" arm opens up a range of combo options

Distinct set of weaponry and moves for Nero and Dante

Exceed System allows Nero to charge up his sword with a throttle effect, revving up to three levels with powerful attack
options

New active style change system for Dante allows him to switch styles and weapons on the fly, producing crazy combo
possibilities
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Title: Devil May Cry 4
Genre: Action, Adventure
Developer:
Capcom
Publisher:
Capcom
Release Date: 8 Jul, 2008

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP Service Pack 2

Processor: Intel 4 Pentium processor or better

Memory: 512 MB

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 6600 series or better

Hard Drive: 8GB of free space

English
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Excellent game with a sky high ceiling for skill and a very deep combat system. The music is bad and there is a lot of
backtracking but this is definitely a must play. Looks great and runs on a potato too.. It's got quite possibly the best combat
system of all action games, and if you can't run the Special Edition, the original version of DMC4 can run on a toaster. Give it a
shot!. There's a special edition with more content. Check that out before you buy!

As a longtime fan of Devil May Cry I found that at some point I got DMC4 on sale and let it sit in my backlog. With DMC5
coming out I needed to right this injustice. I needed to be properly motivated.

DMC4 casts you as the Nothing Personnel Kidd, a guy with a plot device for an arm who has to fight demons and save his
girlfriend Plot Device. I love DMC games and the way the tone can flip between over the top nonsense and dead serious action
movie without missing a beat so this isn't a complaint. The story starts with a good mystery and the cutscenes are great in that
DMC1/DMC3 style. If you're a fan of those games you know what to expect and that you're going to like it. If you're brand new
to the series or just a bit obstinate then you have to understand that this IS the appeal. Crazy occult plots, foreboding castles,
ridiculous action, melodramatic hams. The boss cutscene for Mission 17 was hysterical and one of the best in the entire series.

Something to understand about a DMC game is that combat isn't just key. Combat isn't only a big part of the game. Combat IS
the game. If you grab this game blind and don't enjoy the first two hours then refund it. That's enough time to fight a bunch of
jesters and at least one boss. That's the series right there. You beat up tons of cannon fodder that exist to challenge you at a
steady rising pace as new threats are introduced and mixed together and then you fight fantastic bombastic bosses. The appeal
comes in learning to hone your own technique. You must enjoy improving your skill or these games are decent one and dones of
6-10 hours, give or take getting stuck on something. If you can't enjoy the combat, you can't enjoy these games. You're
encouraged to get into fights, to get into extra fights, to look forward to bosses, to rematch bosses and then to replay the games
in ascending difficulty order as you unlock Hard, Really Hard and Jeez That's A Bit Much. Beat the game on Normal difficulty
and you get a prolonged combat gauntlet mode as a reward. Mission replays are easy access and so is checking your rankings.

Graphics are good(11 years, dude!) and music is great. Although the general combat tunes can wear out their welcome each boss
has a personal track and they're frequent. Controls are good which is important for enabling the joy of combat and the fluid
combos, only things like Devil Bringer grapple puzzles felt lousy. Secret missions aren't bad but a bit clumsy. The camera is
same as always for this series: it is far from perfect but gets the job done. Exploration is good for a spectacle brawler with the
item and skill costs and high value items like Max HP orbs. Stages are compact yet maintain a good sense of mystery.

When I swapped control to Dante at the mid point of the game I was really curious. A lot of DMC4 reviews brings up that you
swap characters and fight the bosses again, often as a negative, like you've transformed into a Hell Gate janitor and it's a real let
down. Imagine my delight that this is not the case. When players make this complaint I wonder if they are new to the series?
This series presents combat as a reward. Seeing a big boss return is a chance to use your new toys on him and to see how much
better you are. My first kills of bosses were what you'd expect from casual play: lots of mistakes, blind-sided by everything and
a few deaths. My round twos were mostly sub-20 second stomps. I'll admit that the Mission 19 third round gauntlet is on the
nose but my boss kill times as Nero were still much improved and a source of joy. If anything I found myself thinking "I'd like
to fight Credo again too!"

As for the infamous round two Dante gets rewarded with new guns and weapons with each kill so I can't see how this part of the
game is a downside. This was a series of highlights for me! The reverse stages are given some new threats and are very snappy
compared to the initial exploration. New enemies are introduced at a steady clip. Dante's 6ish missions fly by in a blur and are
an easy chance for the game to shine. It did for me as I felt more comfortable playing Dante, who has so many fun things to do
in combat he feels like the real player character. Fans of DMC3 will find a lot to enjoy with the style system brought back.

I won't disparage Nero though. Nero feels different than Dante despite being similar(so you aren't going through huge hurdles to
swap or to start the game) and the Devil Bringer is a very engaging and useful weapon. Grapple, heavy blow and grappling hook
all in one, Nero differentiates himself with three always available weapons and lots of loving detail placed into identifying the
best times to overpower enemies, a rarity in the series outside of cutscenes. Nero also features things like Extend to really give
enthusiasts a lot to master. I appreciate what they did with Nero even if I prefer playing as Dante and ultimately I just felt mild
disappointment with how many key items you find that are literally keys or just enable some jumping/puzzle elements. Stopping
time or summoning beyblades in combat(maybe for some Devil Trigger) would have added that great feeling of new toy to
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Nero's discoveries.

That's a lot of words to reiterate that Devil May Cry 4 is a great entry in the series. It is a good starting point, it is a good game
and it offers tons to master for enthusiastic series veterans seeking another great DMC. There's an easy mode and you can use
lots of easy to farm items to power through it but this series is best appreciated by seeking mastery. Besides, you'll tank your
stage rating!. The time has come and so have I
I'll laugh last, 'cause you came to die
The damage done, the pain subsides
And I can see the fear clear when I look in your eye

I'll never kneel and I'll never rest
You can tear the heart from my chest
I'll make you see what I do best
I'll succeed as you breathe your very last breath
Now I know how the angel fell
I know the tale and I know it too well
I'll make you wish you had a soul to sell
When I strike you down and send you straight to hell

My army comes from deep within
Beneath my soul, beneath my skin
As you're ending I'm about to begin
My strength is pain and I will never give in
I'll tell you now, I'm the one to survive
You'll never break my faith or my stride
I'll have you choke on your own demise
I'll make the angels scream and the devil cry. Name me one other series of game where fighting is this intense, this varied, this
challenging, and this fast.

This game is beautiful.
The flow of combat is beautiful.
The AI is beautiful (fight Dante at the fight before Sanctus on DMD mode. You'll see what I mean.)
The graphics are downright stunning, and are optimized enough to run well on a craptop.
I'm serious. I haven't seen optimization this good since Half-Life 2.

Don't like Nero? Ok. You get Dante in ten missions. He plays even more smoothly than he did in DMC3. His combos, as an
effect, are now so varied it's borderline ridiculous, and they don't feel even remotely choppy.

Not enough enemies? No problem. Play on Legendary Dark Knight difficulty. You'll have so many enemies that your style
meter won't know what to do.

Too slow for you? They've also got that covered. Turbo is in the PC version. Play Devil May Cry at 120% the speed it was
before. That's damn fast.

Don't like the bosses? Who cares? You get Bloody Palace once you beat the game (on not Easy). You don't even have to play as
Nero in it. You can start as Dante and show off your combo-crazy prowess on wave after wave of unfortunate foes.

Don't like Dante? Go see a doctor.

9.3/10
The only thing wrong with this game is the repitition of bosses (even moreso than the first DMC) and the terrible way the dice
game was implemented on Dante Must Die difficulty.
But to be honest, I've had more fun with the bosses here than I had with every other DMC.. Great game, would recommend to
anyone who is familiar with the DMC series.. THE TIME HAS COME AND SO HAVE I
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Give me more power \(*o*)/. I have been a big fan of Devil May Cry since the first one came out and this was my first time
playing a dmc game on pc and it was a badass experiance. i was playing this on a toaster pretty much and i still got 40-60 fps at
all times, you also have a option to plug in a xbox 360 or xbox one controller to perform some sweet combos.

Final rating: Smoking Sick Style/10

. Better to wait until the special edition comes out this summer, as it has more playable characters and a lot of new content. This
game close to being the best DMC game. The only problem is no Vergil. But thats going to be fixed soon.. This is a fantastic
game. A true test of one's technical skill and ability to adapt, and one of the best PC ports I've ever played. I cannot state enough
just how much I enjoyed this game. Despite half of the game not making it to the final cut, it still manages to feel like a
coherent game from start to finish. Certainly worth the price of admission, definitely more than its successor. Especially get it if
it's on sale; it's the best five dollars I've ever spent.. I own this game on several machines using CD-ROM, DVD-ROM and now
Steam Digital. Have to say, it keeps me very entertained when I am in the mood for a passionate killing spree session. Never
fails to disappoint.

The CapCom developer franchise consistently puts out top notch games of this ilk. This game sucks.
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